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This commentary argues against the view that photochemical energy conversion violates the second law of thermodynamics, as
expressed in a recent paper [R.C. Jennings, E. Engelmann, F. Garlaschi, A.P. Casazza, G. Zucchelli. Photosynthesis and negative entropy
production. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1709 (2005) 251-255]. The basic principles of free energy conversion by a photo-electrochemical cell
are outlined, emphasizing the fact that the potential depends on the relative population of the excited state and thus on the illumination
intensity.
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therefore not a fight for energy, which is plentiful in the form
of heat, unfortunately untransformably, in every body. Rather,
it is a struggle for entropy that becomes available through the
flow of energy from the hot Sun to the cold Earth. To make the
fullest use of this energy, the plants spread out the
immeasurable areas of their leaves and harness the Sun's
energy by a process as yet unexplored, before it sinks down to
the temperature level of our Earth, to drive chemical syntheses
of which one has no inkling as yet in our laboratories.” This
1886 quotation from Boltzmann (cited in Ref. [1]) gives a
remarkably lucid overview of what photosynthesis is all about.
Whereas things have drastically changed concerning our
understanding of the mechanisms (we do have some inkling
nowadays), the thermodynamic insight remains valid. A point
of semantics must be made, however: the fight for entropy
should be rather understood as a fight against entropy or more
accurately, for Gibbs' free energy. The modern understanding
of the thermodynamics of photochemical conversion dates
back from the 1958 paper by Duysens [2], who showed, in a
particular but enlightening case, how the process could be
viewed as a heat engine (in line with Boltzmann's view). As
such, the efficiency of energy conversion is subject to the0005-2728/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2006.05.017upper limit expressed by the Carnot yield. This means that
under normal levels of illumination, less than ∼75% of the
absorbed energy is available for performing work. This
approach was ever since generalized and developed by a
number of authors (e.g., [3–7]).
In a recent paper, Jennings and coworkers [8] discussed
this subject and concluded, at variance with previous
literature, that the photochemical process in photosynthesis
is likely to produce negative entropy, violating the second law
of thermodynamics. I believe this view is unwarranted.
Although probably most readers have received Jennings'
claim with due skepticism, I would like to take this
opportunity for presenting in a concise and (I hope) simple
way the basic notions concerning this issue.
Since the question under debate is the amount of work
that can be retrieved from the absorption of light, it is useful
to consider some conceptually simple device (a photo-
electrochemical cell) where work appears in the familiar form
of an electric current. The processes that take place in the
electrochemical part of such a cell are isothermal and can
approach reversibility as closely as desired by adjusting the
load, so that the free energy losses in this section become
vanishingly small. Thus, this part of the setup can be viewed
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excited pigments, which is the issue under focus in the paper
by Jennings and coworkers.
1. A simple photochemical cell
The scheme of Fig. 1 depicts some minimal photochem-
ical energy transducer. A pigment P is located within a
membrane separating two liquid media. Absorption of light
promotes P to the excited state P*. An appropriate catalytic
scaffold (protein) facilitates specific electron transfer (ET)
reactions of P with redox active molecules A and D present
in each of the liquid compartments1. To complete the setup,
electrodes immersed in each compartment can exchange
electrons with the D+/D and A/A− couples. Some stirring
maintains chemical homogeneity in each compartment. This
photochemical battery may be connected to an electric
motor M, to retrieve mechanical energy. The reactions, their
rate constants and the thermodynamic relations between
them are indicated in Table 1. We adopt the convention that
energies are measured in Faraday-volts and we will
henceforth omit F (=1) from the equations.
We consider a steady-state regime of the illuminated
system maintaining an electromotive force V and electronic
current J through the motor. V is related to the mole
fractions of the redox species (bracketed quantities) by the
equation:
V ¼ VD  VA
¼ ED0 þ RT ln
½Dþ
½D
 
 EA0 þ RT ln
½A
½A
 
¼ ED0  EA0 þ RT ln
½Dþ½A
½D½A ð1Þ
Considering the electron transfer from P* to A, the steady
state current J writes:
J ¼ kPA½P*½A  kAP½Pþ½AujPA  jAP ð2Þ
The second equation is meant as a definition of the forward
and backward partial currents, jPA and jAP. For a positive net
flux (jPA≥ jAP), one must have:
½P*½A
½Pþ½Az
kAP
kPA
¼ exp E
P*
0  EA0
RT
 !
ð3Þ
The latter equality is taken from Table 1. Applying the same
procedure for the electron transfer from D to P+, one obtains:
½Pþ½D
½P½Dþz
kPD
kDP
¼ exp E
D
0  EP0
RT
 
ð4Þ1 A simplification with respect to real photosynthesis is that in the latter case,
the early segments of the donor and acceptor chains consist of fixed cofactors
within the reaction center complex. This clustering has some thermodynamic
consequences (see [7,9]), which are not essential here.Multiplying Eqs. (3) and (4) gives:
½P*½A½D
½P½A½Dþzexp
hm0 þ ED0  EA0
RT
 
ð5Þ
where hν0=E0
P−E0P* denotes the energy of the electronic
transition P→P*. Taking the ln of Eq. (5) and rearranging, one
obtains:
ED0  EA0 þ RT ln
½Dþ½A
½D½A Vhm0 þ RT ln
½P*
½P ð6Þ
The left-hand expression is the output potential V from Eq.
(1). Thus, one has V≤VP , with:
VP ¼ hm0 þ RT ln ½P*½P ð7Þ
VP is the potential sustained by the photochemical pigment and
is thus the maximum potential of the photochemical cell,
available in the absence of significant losses. Eq. (7) is the
familiar formula for the chemical potential (Δμ), also called
affinity, of a reaction (here, the transition P→P*), where hν0 is
the standard term (Δμ0, i.e., the standard partial molecular free
energy difference). This equation could have been postulated
from the start, but it seemed more enlightening to introduce it as
a consequence of the electrochemical equilibria on the donor
and acceptor sides. VP depends on the competition between light
absorption (proportional to the intensity) and deactivation. The
latter includes the direct (radiative and non-radiative) P*→P
decay and the electron flow into the energy utilization circuit.
We can now, using Eq. (7), calculate the maximum potential
that can be attained under given illumination conditions, simply
by specifying hν0 and the relative population of the excited
state. For instance, we assume that P is a chlorophyll a, with
hν0=1.8 eV. Then, if the photocell is illuminated by sunlight,
the rate of absorption is obtained by integrating the product of
the incident solar spectrum by the absorption spectrum of
chlorophyll. In this manner one obtains figures on the order of 1
photon absorbed per chlorophyll per second (for full sunlight,
Blankenship [10] computed a figure of 10). Taking ∼20 ns for
the natural lifetime of Chl* [11], we reason that every second a
chlorophyll is excited once and remains so for ∼20 ns, which
means that [P*] / [P]≈2×10− 8. Therefore:
VP ¼ 1:8þ RT lnð2 108Þc1:36 eV ð8Þ
For the specified absorption rate (1 s− 1), this potential is
the maximum possible one: it is an open circuit potential
(no electron flow to the utilization pathway) and the only
deactivation route is the unavoidable radiative decay. It thus
turns out that at least 25% of the photon energy is “lost”.
This loss does not concern the internal energy, which is hν0
in each excited pigment. It concerns the free energy, due to
the negative contribution of the entropic term RT ln[P*] / [P].
The maximum yield for energy conversion (VP/hν0=1+RTln
[P*]/[P]) depends on the illumination intensity. The upper
limit for [P*]/[P], attained when J=0, is σI/kf, so that
Table 1
Reactions, thermodynamic relations and steady-state kinetic equations for the
photochemical setup of Fig. 1A
PWrIkf P* E
P
0  EP*0 ¼
hm0
F
P*þ AWkPAkAP Pþ þ A
kPA
kAP
¼ exp E
A
0  EP*0
RT=F
 !
Pþ þ DWkDPkPD P þ Dþ
kDP
KPD
¼ exp E
P
0  ED0
RT=F
 
J ¼ rI ½P  kf ½P*
¼ kPA½P*½A  kAP½Pþ½A
¼ kDP½Pþ½D  kPD½P½Dþ
Stimulated emission is ignored. F is the Faraday, R the gas constant and T the
ambient absolute temperature.
Fig. 1. (A) The minimal photochemical cell described in the text. (B) Energetics of an imaginary cyclic photosynthetic ET chain. The “amphoras” represent redox
centers with a reduced fraction shown as the blue filling liquid. The vertical scale is the redox potential (positive downward). The vertical location of each vessel
corresponds to its midpoint potential (E0) and the surface of the liquid indicates the thermodynamic potential E0+RT ln[ox] / [red]. The photochemical pigment P
features as two redox couples (P+/P and P+/P*). An “uphill” step (D3→D2) is assumed to take place, like observed, e.g., in the tetraheme subunit of some bacterial
reaction centers. The acceptor chain is assumed to be in quasi equilibrium (the level drop between successive vessels is small). On the donor side, P, D1 and D2 are in
equilibrium but a significant free energy loss is depicted on the D3→D2 step (not necessarily linked to the uphill ET). The output potential V<VP is utilized by the
motor (e.g., ATP synthase) featured on the right hand side.
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about 60 mV (≈ ln10×RT/F). Now, formally, the intensity
of a monochromatic illumination can be related to a definite
temperature, using Planck's law for black body radiation.
This observation is a key ingredient to establish the
connection with a Carnot engine, fulfilling the intuition
expressed by Boltzmann.
2. Photochemical energy transduction as a Carnot heat
engine
This picture was put forward byDuysens [2] who reasoned on
a simple “two-level” pigment. This means that the absorption
and emission spectra consist of a narrow band centered around
the frequency ν0. The degeneracy of the two states is assumed to
be the same so that there is no standard entropy difference
(ΔS0=0) associated with the transition. Additional assumptions
are that non-radiative deactivation is negligible, and no current is
drawn from the system (J=0). Under such conditions, the
illumination that sustains a given population of excited
molecules [P*]/[P] is equivalent to the radiation emitted from
a black body at temperature Tr (r for radiation) such that:
½P*
½P ¼ exp 
hm0
kBTr
 
ð9Þ
The significance of this equation is that the distribution due to
equilibriumwith light (the glow of a furnace at temperature Tr) is
the same as the Boltzmann distribution that could be achieved by
heating the P system at Tr (i.e., exchanging phonons as well asphotons). Before proceeding further, it may be useful to clarify
the meaning of Eq. (9). This expression may look surprising,
because it implies that any molecule with two energy levels
separated by hν0 will have the same fraction of excited state
when illuminated with light of the same intensity. Yet, the
efficiency of the illumination for promoting P to P* does not
depend only on light intensity (determined by Tr) but also on
special features of the pigment (its absorption cross section σ
and deactivation rate kf). The thermodynamic requirement that
any molecule must obey Eq. (9), when equilibrated with the
black body glow IBB(ν0,Tr) was precisely what led Kirchhoff and
Einstein to establish fundamental relations between the
coefficients that control the interaction of matter with light.
Three processes are involved: absorption of a photon
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spontaneous light emission with rate constant kf (P*→P+hν0);
and stimulated emission (P*+hν0→P+2 hν0). The discovery of
the latter was Einstein's contribution, who showed that the
associated coefficient had to be equal to the absorption co-
efficient σ. The dynamic equilibrium with a density IBB(ν0,Tr) of
photons is then:
½P*
½P ¼
rIBBðm0; TrÞ
kf þ rIBBðm0; TrÞ ð10Þ
This must be equal to the Boltzmann ratio (9) when IBB(ν0,
Tr) complies with Planck's law for black body radiation. This
imposes:
r
kf
¼ 8pm
2
0
c2
ð11Þ
This is the “trick” that explains why radiation equilibrium
satisfies Boltzmann's distribution: “good absorbers are good
emitters” [4], so that the population of the excited state (or rather
its upper limit, when non-radiative decay is negligible) depends
only on the illumination intensity, irrespective of the particular
characteristics of the absorber. Under natural conditions,
stimulated emission is totally negligible and the second term
in the denominator of (10) can be omitted (as was done in Table
1). We shall, however, consider stimulated emission when
discussing below the case of very strong illumination.
Inserting the Boltzmann Eq. (9) into the expression (7) for
VP, one obtains:
VP ¼ hm0 1 TTr
 
ð12Þ
The potential is the photon energy multiplied by a Carnot
yield (1−T/Tr). This makes sense, of course. One may
visualize the pigment system as the fluid of a heat engine
that equilibrates with a hot bath through radiation2 transmitted
by a narrow-band filter, then with a cold bath through
electrochemical coupling. The only difference with the
traditional picture is that both equilibria occur simultaneously
instead of being separate stages. Removing one photon (we
reason here with infinitesimal quantities) from the radiation
field IBB(ν0,Tr) equilibrated with the hot bath is just taking an
amount of heat Qr =hν0. The entropy of the hot bath thus
decreases by dSr =hν0/Tr. The maximum work that can be
retrieved in a reversible manner is Wrev=VP=hν0(1−T/Tr).
When this amount of work is produced by the motor, restoring
the pigment and electrochemical system to their initial state,
the difference, Qc=Qr−Wrev=hν0T/Tr is released as heat into
the cold bath at temperature T. This produces an entropy
increase Qc/T=hν0/Tr that cancels the entropy decrease of the
hot bath: the total entropy does not change as must be the case
for a reversible cycle. Notice that the same amount of heat2 Equilibration is achieved because the rates of photon absorption and
reemission are equal (J = 0). One may imagine that the photons are directed
back to the furnace by suitable optics. Refinements concerning the effect of
light scattering or polarization [4,5] are beyond the present scope.Qc=hν0−VP , is also exchanged in the purely electrochemical
process: P+XD
++XA
−↔P*+XD+XA, where XA and XD stand
for the electrodes of the acceptor and donor compartments,
respectively. Qc is taken from the heat bath when the reaction
proceeds to the right by one electron, released to the bath in the
other direction.
It can be shown in a general manner [12] that the expression:
l m0; Trð Þ ¼ hm0 1 TTr
 
ð13Þ
is the Gibbs' free energy of a photon from the radiation field IBB
(ν0,Tr) in an environment at temperature T. This is the maximum
amount of work that can be extracted per photon: it is not a
property of the isolated photon, but it depends on the intensity
through Tr . The free energy of the photon is zero if Tr =T, i.e., if
the light intensity is the same as that radiated by the
environment: no work can be retrieved from radiation in an
isothermal process. As shown in Ref. [12], Eq. (13) can be cast
in the usual form for a chemical potential (hν0+RT lnx),
replacing the mole fraction x by a suitable activity term.3. Broad-spectrum system
Let us now release the unrealistic assumption of a two-
level system and consider a molecular absorption spectrum,
with a manifold of vibrational levels and several electronic
transitions. Irrespective of the initial energy level reached
during absorption, the excited state is rapidly thermalized at
the ambient temperature T (i.e., the energy levels are
Boltzmann-populated starting from the lowest excited state,
located hν0 above the lowest vibrational level of the ground
state). This rules out the possibility to maintain the Carnot
machine picture, because the manifold of P* substrates is
now in thermal contact with the cold heat bath and a purely
reversible cycle is not possible any more. The Carnot yield,
frustrating as it may look, implied free energy conservation.
Now, we have necessarily some free energy loss, which is
however small when illuminating at ν0 (whereas, when
illuminating at shorter wavelengths, the excess energy above
hν0 is lost). For a thermodynamic treatment of a broad-band
absorber, see [3,4].
4. Solar spectrum and black body radiation
We arrived above (Eq. (8)) at an estimate for the maximum
potential that can be achieved by a chlorophyll-based converter
under solar illumination. In the two-level system, the ratio [P*]/
[P] ≈2×10− 8 would correspond, using Eq. (9) to a “hot bath”
with black body temperature Tr≈1180 K. This “absorber
temperature” [4] should not be confused with the temperature of
the sun. The energy spectrum radiated by the sun is close to that
of a black body at 5780 K, which is indeed the surface
(photosphere) temperature of the sun, TS. The light that reaches
the Earth has retained the same spectral shape but its energy
density is vastly smaller (due mostly to distance: given the sun's
radius R≈7×108 m and the average Sun to Earth distance
3 The presence of a light-harvesting antenna presents no thermodynamic
advantage proper (it is at best neutral with respect to VP), but it has “economic”
advantages regarding light collection and the synthesis of electron transfer
complexes [6,9,10].
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The absorber temperature (e.g., 1180 K) is that of a black body
that would radiate the same density of 680 nm photons as
found in sunlight on the Earth (it thus depends on ν0, which
emphasizes its fictitious character). The corresponding
spectrum is peaking far in the infrared, with no resemblance
to the solar spectrum. Boltzmann's view of photosynthesis as
a heat engine utilizing “the flow of energy from the hot Sun
to the cold Earth” is basically correct, but it should not be
understood as meaning that the hot bath is at the temperature
of the sun. Globally, the earth absorbs 70% of the incident
solar flux and radiates as much back. The “hot” character of
sunlight with respect to the earth temperature is not a matter
of integrated energy flux. It stems entirely from the spectral
distribution of sunlight, which peaks at much shorter
wavelength than the thermal radiation of the earth.
Whereas Tr is a fictitious temperature, it is possible to feature
the sun's temperature TS in the expression of VP. In the two-
level model, in the range of wavelengths where stimulated
emission is negligible (λ<1 μm), one has [P*]/[P]≈σI/kf ,
where I is the intensity of sunlight at frequency ν0. This is equal
to the intensity IBB(ν0,TS) radiated by a black body at TS,
attenuated by factor A. Thus:
VPchm0 þ RT ln rIBBðm0; TSÞkfA chm0 þ RT ln
expðhm0=RTSÞ
A
ð14Þ
where the right-hand expression uses the fact that in the same
approximation, one has IBB m0; TSð Þckf
r
expðhν0=RTSÞ.
Thus, finally:
VPchm0 1 TTS
 
 RT lnA ð15Þ
This equation is equivalent to Eq. (13), but the parameters
have now a clear physical meaning (the temperature of the sun
and the attenuation of solar radiation when reaching P). With
A=46,500, this yields VP≈1.44 eV. This is larger than the
preceding estimate given in Eq. (8), because dimmer light was
considered, whereas only the minimum attenuation due to
distance is taken into account here.
5. Can one have VP>hν0?
Is there an upper limit for VP, when increasing the
intensity? There clearly is one in the two-level system: Eq.
(9) says that it would require an infinite temperature to attain
the equipartition of P* and P, which sets hν0 as an upper
limit for VP. This is due to the equal efficiency of absorption
and stimulated emission. On the other hand, if the system
has a broad spectrum, illumination at shorter wavelength
than c/ν0 (i.e., with photons of energy hν>hν0) can, in
principle, raise [P*] above 0.5. The population of the high
energy level at hν must be <0.5, but due to the rapid
equilibration within the manifold of P* vibrational states, the
overall population of P* can be much larger. Laser pumping
is based on this idea.6. Additional losses
In real photosynthetic systems several factors are bound to
degrade the thermodynamic yield [7]. One may distinguish
between losses due to various short-circuiting reactions and
those due to the rate of energy utilization. Losses of the first
kind occur at the very start, since the fluorescence lifetime of the
chlorophyll antenna3 is about ten-fold shorter than the natural
lifetime. This means that, in addition to the inevitable
reemission process (with rate kf related to absorption efficiency
by Eq. (11)) additional decay routes for P* are present. The
consequence is a 60 meV decrease of the VP as estimated from
Eq. (8). Other short circuit reactions occur at later stages, i.e.,
charge recombination and membrane leakage of the electro-
chemical proton gradient.
Besides these short circuits, the rate of energy utilization J
has an important bearing on the thermodynamic yield in a
manner that is reminiscent of Joule losses in an electrical circuit.
One should distinguish between “internal resistance” (involving
the photochemical pigment and subject to the constraint
expressed by Eq. (11)) and the less fundamental “resistance”
of the electrochemical utilization circuit. The internal resistance
expresses the fact that when utilizing the free energy difference
generated by the P/P* couple, a new decay pathway is
implemented, which decreases [P*] and consequently VP. Due
to the weak ln dependence, it turns out that quite a large fraction
of the electrons can be diverted to the utilization circuit without
causing a collapse of the potential. In other words, the internal
resistance is small. This issue was first investigated by Ross and
Calvin [3], who showed that power transduction (J×V) re-
mains within 5% of its maximum when the photochemical yield
(Φ=J/σI) lies in the 90–99% range (see also [6,7]).
At variance with the inevitable and physically constrained
drop of V due to the internal resistance, the losses due to the
resistance of the electron transfer chain can in principle be made
very small by having fast enough rate constants. The free energy
drop at some ET step is:
DV ¼ RT ln jf
jb
ð16Þ
where the j's are the forward and backward currents as defined
in Eq. (2). This equation derived for ET in ref. [7] is in fact a
particular case of the “Fluctuation Theorem” [13–15]. The free
energy drop is small when both currents are similar, i.e., the
electron wiggles many times back and forth and J is
significantly smaller than jf.
A schematic photosynthetic chain is depicted in Fig. 1B. The
redox centers are featured as amphoras whose shape reflects the
RT ln([ox]/[red]) dependence of the redox potential [16]. The
vertical position of each vessel corresponds to its midpoint
potential (positive downward). The blue liquid indicates the
reduced fraction and its surface level is the effective potential of
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be close to equilibrium, except the D3→D2 step, which was
arbitrarily assumed to be rate-limiting. This is the only step
where free energy loss occurs in this scheme, assuming the
motor is a frictionless (reversible) energy converter.
7. Negative entropy production?
This erroneous claim by Jennings and coworkers stems from
their postulate that the thermodynamic treatment using chemical
potential (i.e., Eq. (7)) and dealing with ensembles (i.e., many
molecules or a single molecule for a long period of time), does
not apply to photochemical conversion. They focus on the story
of an absorbed photon on a single photosystem and find that the
losses due to thermalization of the vibrational energy levels
(related to the Stokes shift) are small. Since this is the only
dissipation mechanism allowed in their scheme, it follows that
the free energy stored by P* is close to hν0, so that the entropy
lost by the radiation field is not compensated. One certainly can
accept that the ΔS0 of the excitation transition is negligible, so
that the internal energy, or standard enthalpy (assuming a
negligible volume change) is essentially hν0. But the free energy
of the system also comprises the entropic RT ln[P*]/[P] term.
When dismissing this contribution as irrelevant, the authors
ignore the statistical essence of the problem. There is no
justification for excluding the interaction of matter with light
from common thermodynamics: the theory of black body
emission, which was at the origin of the quantum revolution,
was precisely elaborated to meet this demand. Here, I chose to
derive Eq. (7) from an electrochemical approach, showing that
this expression is unavoidably called for if a consistent picture
of free energy conversion is desired. The single photon, single
photosystem approach advocated by the authors could actually
be transposed to any other process (e.g., electron transfer) with
the same fallacies.
The essential point is that work/free energy is not just the
sum of internal molecular energy, but requires collective,
“macroscopic” interactions—pressure is perhaps the most
familiar example. Considering the pigment system, one may
reason that the excitation of one molecule P to P* is
accompanied by an entropy increase when [P]> [P*]. From a
statistical point of view, this is because the number of
configurations (permutations) increases until [P]= [P*] (and
decreases beyond). The R ln[P*] / [P] term accounts for this
entropy change. Whereas the statistical approach looks rather
abstract, a more intuitive insight may be gained from kinetic
considerations. Expressing things in a naive way, considering
the electron transfer reactions of the P/P* couple with its redox
partners, the relative abundance of P over P* makes it easier to
react with P (consuming work for making P*) than to react with
P* (retrieve work). This is why, as also expressed by the law of
mass action, the equilibrium occurs at an electrode potential
smaller than hν0 by RT ln[P*]/[P]. This term corresponds to
heat transferred to the bath upon the reversible de-excitation of
P* coupled to the electrochemical circuit. Conversely, the
electrochemical formation of P* implies the uptake of the same
amount of heat from the bath.In their paper, Jennings et al. mentioned several predeces-
sors. Thus, Gamow [17] and Yourgrau and van der Merwe [18]
would have considered favorably the possibility that photosyn-
thesis could violate the second law. As the reader may check,
this interpretation is incorrect. These physicists take for granted
the second law and examine what conditions (e.g., yield) this
imposes on the photosynthetic process (whose mechanism was
more mysterious at that time than it is now). Both papers state
very clearly that thermodynamics requires that entropy must
increase in the overall process. For instance, Yourgrau and van
der Merwe write: “Then we can assert that, lest the Second Law
be violated, the increased ΔS of the radiation entropy cannot be
less than the decrease of the molecular entropy”: this certainly
does not mean that they consider second law violation as likely
or even possible. Another precursor of second law violation in
photosynthesis, according to Jennings, is Parson [6], who would
have argued against “the incorrect application of the concept of
chemical potential to photosynthetic systems” (i.e., Eq. (7)).
This is again an obvious misunderstanding of what this author
really said. Parson was by no means an opponent to the
application of chemical potential in this field. His major point
was on the contrary to criticize a recurrent misinterpretation of
this concept, namely that the midpoint potentials of the donor
and acceptor must be constrained by VP (i.e., that one should
have E0
P−E0A≤VP). As illustrated in Fig. 1B, this requirement is
unfounded and stems, again, from a confusion between
chemical potentials and their standard (molecular) component.
This fallacy re-emerged in a recent paper [19], where the Parson
paper was also misinterpreted.
To conclude this review, aimed at showing that–unfortu-
nately–photosynthesis does not decrease the entropy in this
planet, I would like to acknowledge that, although it is a major
pillar of Physics, the status of the second law is particular.
Indeed, it is not fully clear whether it requires specific postulates
or can be derived from microscopic (time-reversible) mechan-
ics. Intriguingly, it has been reported [20,21] that chaotic
dynamics may violate the second law in particular systems with
finely tuned parameters. Fairly recent work in the field of
Fluctuation Theorems [13–15] seems to provide substantial
progress in understanding the emergence of thermodynamics
from mechanics.
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